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The Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia (FECCA) is the national  
peak body representing Australians from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

WELCOME TO THE MARCH  
EDITION OF FECCA E-NEWS

On behalf of Australia’s ethnic 
communities, FECCA expresses 
its solidarity with the individual 
victims of the Christchurch 
terrorist attack, their families, the 
Christchurch community, and 
all New Zealanders. The attack 
was targeted and had the clear 
intention to terrorise Muslims in 
their place of worship. 

While the incident was horrific, it was not a 
surprise. The extremist and hateful ideology that 
motivated the attack has, over time, integrated 
itself into Australian politics and discourse. While 
most political leaders denounced the attack and 
the racial sentiments behind it, divisive policies 
continue to be bought forth and publicly debated 
in Parliament. FECCA calls upon all members and 
stakeholders to make a strong commitment to 
standing with migrant and refugee communities 
around Australia. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to extend 
my deepest condolences to the Australian Greek 
Orthodox community on the passing of his 
Eminence Archbishop Stylianos. His passing was 
a great loss for the Greek community of Australia 
and all people of faith.

Message from FECCA Chairperson, Ms Mary Patetsos 

Continues on page 2
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Mary Patetsos 
Chairperson

Federation of Ethnic Communities’  
Councils of Australia (FECCA) 

WELCOME TO THE MARCH  
EDITION OF FECCA E-NEWS continued

FECCA would like to announce the appointment of  
Mr. Mohammad Al-Khafaji as the new Chief Executive 
Officer of the organisation.

Mohammed has served FECCA in various roles since 
October 2015. He served on the FECCA executive first 
as the Youth Chairperson, then as Honorary Secretary, 
before joining the FECCA secretariat as the Director of 
Strategy and Engagement. He has served as Acting CEO 
of FECCA since November 2018.

Prior to joining FECCA, Mohammad was the inaugural 
CEO of Welcome to Australia.

Fluent in three languages, Mohammad’s personal 
experiences as a former refugee from Iraq and as a 
migrant also mean he can uniquely relate to so many 
Australians from culturally and linguistically diverse 
(CALD) backgrounds.

In addition to his experience working with numerous 
multicultural groups and on many community boards, 
Mohammad has a Bachelor of Software Engineering and 
worked for several years in the corporate sector.

Mohammad has also serves on the SBS Community 
Advisory Committee and the Advertising Standards 
Bureau community panel, and was a finalist in the SA 
Young Australian of the Year awards 2018.

Mohammed is excited to be taking on the role of CEO 
at FECCA at such a critical time for CALD Australians.

Earlier this month, I met with Hobart’s Lord Mayor, 
Anna Reynolds, in preparation for FECCA’s National 
Conference that will take place in Hobart, Tasmania. 

The Conference will run from the 9 – 11 of October and 
will celebrate 40 years of FECCA. I would like to invite 
everyone to submit their abstracts here. Submissions 
will close on Friday 7 June. 

Together with the FECCA Board and Secretariat, I wish 
you an insightful reading of the third FECCA e-news for 
2019. We thoroughly enjoy your continued support and 
hard work as we all work to ensure Australia remains a 
harmonious and successful multicultural society.
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FECCA NEWS 

FECCA staff appeared before the Legal and 
Constitutional Affairs References Committee to 
discuss the effectiveness of the current temporary 
skilled visa system in targeting genuine skills 
shortages. FECCA stated that temporary visas 
create an environment of vulnerability and urged 

FECCA chairperson, Mary Patetsos, was a witness at a 
recent a hearing of the Royal Commission into Aged Care 
Quality and Safety. Although the focus of this hearing 
was on home care, she gave additional evidence on the 
needs, diversity and experience of CALD consumers, 
based on extensive consultations conducted by FECCA. In 
particular she highlighted the need for improved access 
to interpreting and language services, and the importance 
in the sector of the smaller aged care organisations set 
up by local CALD communities. We understand FECCA will 
be offered additional opportunities to contribute to the 
inquiries of the Royal Commission.

FECCA staff attened the screening of ‘Journey 
Beyond Fear’ at the Dendy Cinema on 21 March. The 
documentary is written and directed by Robyn Hughan 
and follows the journey of a teenager girl and her 
refugee family through Afghanistan, Iran, Malasiya and 
Australia in pursuit of resettlement.

Events attended by FECCA staff: 

the Committee to maintain a migration program 
that focuses on people and on their contribution 
to all aspects of Australia, not just their value as 
a commodity. 

The transcript of the hearing can be found here.
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FECCA NEWS 
FECCA staff attended a public forum on the ‘Importance 
of Belonging’. The ACT Government in partnership 
with the ACT South Sudanese community hosted the 
forum on 22 March to coincide with 2019 Harmony 
Week celebrations. This was the first in a series of ACT 
Government hosted public forums that will be held 
throughout 2019, exploring key issues and challenges 
influencing community cohesion across and within the 
Canberra community. Guest speakers included Deng 
Adut, NSW Australian of the year (2017), and Aleem Ali, 
CEO Welcoming Australia.

FECCA staff atteneded a workshop held by the 
National Office for Child Safety on 29 March. 
The workshop allowed the audience to share 
their experiences and knowledge to inform 
the development of key national initiatives 
recommended by the Royal Commission into 
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. The 
National Office is committed to engaging with a 
range of stakeholders with diverse experiences and 
knowledge to ensure thier work is well informed. 

On 21 March, Health Justice Australia, UTS and OPAN 
brought together consumers and community members, 
health, legal and community services, policy-makers and 
researchers to identify priorities and opportunities for 
collaboration to support ageing with health, justice and 
dignity. Over 120 people came together to explore the 
systemic drivers of vulnerability faced by older people 
as well as the collaborations and other innovations that 
are improving how we meet the needs of our ageing 
population. FECCA’s Senior Policy and Project Officer, 
Mary Ann Geronimo, was in the panel and spoke 
about the critical importance of culturally diverse and 
aware services and the opportunity for mainstream 
organisations to collaborate with diverse communities.
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Submit Abstract

FECCA Conference 2019

FECCA’s biennial conference will be held from  
9 – 11 October 2019. Save the date and register  
your interest in attending via the button below.  
FECCA 2019 will bring together an array of community 
leaders, advocates, stakeholders and service providers 
along with CALD Australians from across the country.

FECCA 2019 will include rich variety of panels,  
workshops, speakers and debates to discuss the 
experiences of women, older people, communities  
living in rural and regional areas, people with  
disability, and new and emerging communities.

The theme for 2019 is
Purpose. Leadership. Progress.
FECCA: 40 years and beyond 

Don’t miss out – submit your abstract below.

FECCA NEWS 
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FECCA NEWS 

FECCA submission to the National Inquiry into Sexual Harassment in Australian Workplaces

FECCA recommended an investigation into the impact of visa status and conditions on a worker’s vulnerability to 
experiencing sexual harassment in the workplace including; the seasonal worker program, international students and 
those whose visa status relies on an agreement with their employer. 

FECCA submission into Fair Work Amendment Right to Request Casual Conversion Bill 2019

FECCA welcomed the introduction of this Bill in enhancing the rights of casual workers. FECCA recommended 
quantitative and qualitative research into the numbers of migrants in casual employment and the barriers CALD people 
face in the employment sector. The use of ethno-and language-specific channels in improving the understanding of the 
intricacies in the law regarding the right to casual conversion and the general workplace rights was also recommended.

FECCA submission to Australia’s Humanitarian Program 2019 2020

FECCA supports a strong humanitarian program with a long term vision that can foster practical opportunities for 
humanitarian entrants and is supported by a network of Government services that understand their settlement needs. 
FECCA encourages political leaders and the media to make strong commitments to protect vulnerable communities.

Click here to read all FECCA submissions.

In March 2019 FECCA made the following submissions: 

Cutting migrant intake sends wrong message to Australian community
19 March 2019

FECCA said that the Morrison Government’s proposed cut to Australia permanent migrant intake by 30,000 in order to 
ease congestion sends the wrong message to the Australian community.

FECCA statement on Christchurch shooting
15 March 2019

FECCA expressed its sympathy and support for the victims of the shootings today at two mosques in Christchurch,  
New Zealand.

FECCA urges caution on aged care working visas
8 March 2019

FECCA welcomed the recognition from the Federal Government of the importance of diversity in the aged care 
workforce, but cautioned against relying on visa arrangements to meet workforce shortages in the sector. The 
comments come after the Federal Government announced a new scheme that enables aged care providers to sponsor 
aged care workers from overseas through a Temporary Skill Shortage visa or an Employer Nomination Scheme visa.

Click here to read all FECCA media releases. 

In March 2019 FECCA made the following press releases:
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The Multicultural Council of Tasmania is pleased 
to announce the appointment of Ron Franks as 
its new CEO. Mr Franks is a corporate strategy 
consultant based in Hobart and is the former CEO 
of Crime Stoppers Tasmania. The MCOT Board 
welcomes Mr Franks and looks forward to working 
with him during a dynamic and complex time for 
the organisation.

For 2019’s Harmony Week celebrations, MCCSA is 
proud to announce the launch of ‘We are All Humans’ 
a music video which was written, recorded and 

produced by a group of young people from diverse 
backgrounds in collaboration with the MCCSA Youth 
Development Team.

The message behind the song is that people come 
from different parts of the world to live in and 
contribute to Australia. Our difference is our biggest 
strength. We should celebrate our diversity and show 
our acceptance for one another.

MCCSA would also like to take this opportunity to 
wish everyone a Happy Harmony Week in 2019. We 
would really love to see this video and its message 
spread far and wide so are asking you to join us in 
sharing this video within all your networks.

As of early May this year, the Multicultural 
Communities Council of Illawarra Inc (MCCI) will 
deliver a range of new community-based aged care 
services to multicultural communities in the ACT and 

Queanbeyan regions. MCCI has been working in the 
ACT since 2012 through the national Partners in 
Culturally Appropriate Care (PICAC) program and is 
now expanding services to help meet the needs of 
more than 9,000 CALD people aged 65 years and over 
who live in the area. The new services build on MCCI’s 
35-year experience in delivering community-aged care 
and will include one to one in-home care support, 
Home Care Packages and different multicultural 
social support groups. MCCI will be based at the 
Theo Notaras Multicultural Centre as part of the new 
Multicultural Hub on Level 2. See MCCI’s website for 
more information and recruitment opportunities 
www.mcci.org.au.

FECCA MEMBERS UPDATES
Tasmania 

South Australia

Illawarra 
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FECCA MEMBERS UPDATES

ECCNSW’s members and stakeholders held a special 
meeting on the 20 March showing a strong message to 
the community and to our friends in Christchurch that 
we stand united after the tragic events that unfolded 
last week. 

We discussed the horrific terrorist attack that recently 
took place in New Zealand and identified ways 
the communities can remain in solidarity with all 
Australians, to minimise any reprisals. 

We were joined by representatives and special 
guests including Shadow Minister for Multiculturalism 
the Hon Sophie Cotsis MP, CEO of Multicultural NSW, 
Mr Joseph La Posta who addressed the Forum, and 
Candidate for the NSW Upper House Ms Pallavi 
Sinha, together with spiritual leaders from across 
NSW, who signed the official condolence list and lit 
a harmony candle for the lives of those who were 
tragically lost in the attack. 

Marta Terracciano, Chairperson of ECCNSW, said: “It 
is sad to hear the news of our brothers and sisters in 
Christchurch, as we here in NSW are working towards 
celebrating Harmony Day”. “It is times like this that 
our communities show their strength, resilience and 
support for one another and stand united regardless 
of our different languages, faith or cultures. This is 
truly where humanity shines”, said Mrs Terracciano.        

New South Wales 
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STAKEHOLDER UPDATES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

UPCOMING CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

The Climate Reality Project will be running Leadership 
Training in Brisbane from 5 – 7 June. The Climate 
Reality Leadership Corps training is open to applicants 
worldwide and offers the chance to learn directly  
from former Vice President Al Gore and a host of 
inspiring experts.

Each training also offers attendees the chance to hear 
from local activists and policymakers and learn more 
about the unique climate impacts, issues, and solutions 
in its host region.

Applications must be submitted by April 18, click here 
for more information.

Proudly hosted by LOGOS Australian Centre for 
Language and Culture, Flinders University, Ageing in a 
Foreign Land delivers a unique Conference program 
that appeals to a broad range of audiences from policy, 
research, clinical, government and community sectors, 

focused on older CALD people and communities. 
Themed ‘Ageing Well Through Communities, 
Capacity and Innovation’, the 2019 Ageing in a 
Foreign Land Conference will build capacity through 
sharing knowledge and showcasing research 
innovation with broad range of application for 
services, co-designing practices and evidence for 
ageing policy led approaches. 

FECCA Chairperson, Mary Patetsos, will be featured 
as one of the keynote speakers.

Early bird registration is now open, click here!
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STAKEHOLDER UPDATES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

The Victorian Local Government Multicultural Issues 
Network (VLGMIN) is planning its 2019 forum to be 
held this year in regional Victoria. It will be hosted by 
the City of Bendigo and held at The Capital. The current 
working title is Community Harmony: The Importance 
of Responding to Racism and Discrimination. Click here 
for more details of the event.

INFORMATION FROM AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
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STAKEHOLDER UPDATES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL INFORMATION

AGMC is working with the Victorian Government and other 
groups to better understand the experiences of LGBTIQ+ 
people from diverse cultural and faith backgrounds. These 
groups will then work together to develop strategies 
around safety and inclusion for community members. We 
are very proud to be part of this new initiative. Next week 
we start our first round of community conversations with 
LGBTIQ+ people from a range of backgrounds. We would 
love to hear from you and work together to make our 
community a more accepting place for all of us.

Do you see patients or clients from culturally and 
linguistically diverse backgrounds and/or who are 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people?

The Australasian Society for HIV, Viral Hepatitis and 
Sexual Health Medicine’s (ASHM) ALL GOOD website 
focuses on key health information on HIV, hepatitis B, 
hepatitis C and sexually transmissible infections (STIs) 
providing tools and referral pathways to testing and 
treatment. Launched in 2018, this website resource 

is especially useful for those who’s with low levels 
of English language reading literacy, as information 
is available to read in simple-language text or listen 
to in spoken-word recordings. This includes health 
information provided in 22 languages. The ALL GOOD 
website allows you to:

- Choose a language in which to read and/or hear 
health information on HIV, hepatitis B, hepatitis C 
and STIs

- Find a service: Search for a doctor or a testing  
centre in your Australian suburb (or closest to). You 
can also find out if there is a doctor that can speak 
your language.

- Get support from community: Search for community 
organisations where you can talk to someone who 
knows about living with HIV or hepatitis.

- Access and download Resources: Search the 
database with listings on hepatitis B, hepatitis C, 
HIV or STIs. A range of resources exist for specific 
community groups and in different languages.

Access the website at www.allgood.org.au 

You can find out more and register your interest by 
visiting www.lgbtiqmulticulturalfaith.org or by emailing 
Daniel at daniel@lgbtiqmulticulturalfaith.org 

AGMC has received funding from the Victorian State 
Government to report on racism and other forms of 
prejudice faced by multicultural / multifaith LGBTIQ - 
Please share your experiences and stories with us, so 
we can make a better change for us.

We will hold community focus groups in a few months. 
The first part is the survey:

https://www.agmc.org.au/racismsurvey

This is headed by Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli  
maria.pallotta-chiarolli@deakin.edu.au 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN  
THE MULTICULTURAL SECTOR

GRANT OPPORTUNITIES

Settlement Services International has a range of job opportunities, 
click here for more information. 

As part of Stockland’s ongoing commitment to shaping vibrant 
communities, the 2019 Stockland CARE Grants Program will once again 
award up to $300,000 to organisations across the country to support local 
community-building initiatives. 

Stockland’s CARE Grants program is accepting entries from 9:00am (AEDT) 
on Monday, 25 February until 5:00pm (AEDT) on Friday, 22 March 2019. 
Community groups will be selected based on a range of criteria relating 
to Stockland’s key community and environmental focus areas. The grant 
recipients will be announced from week commencing 27 May 2019.

Apply here 

The National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcasters Council would like to 
help facilitate better access for ethnic community broadcasters to develop 
employment pathways to the ABC or mainstream media. The long-term goal 
is to improve media representation and diversity in Australian media. The 
NEMBC sees this as a long-term project and believe that ethnic community 
broadcasters need to be supported if they enter into a mainstream media 
position. To find out more visit www.nembc.org.au. 

FECCA e-News aims to keep our readers updated on career opportunities in the multicultural sector. Please contact 
janecke@fecca.org.au if you wish to advertise an employment opportunity in our monthly newsletter.
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Publish in FECCA’s e-News 

Advertise in Australian Mosaic

Stay informed about FECCA’s news and activities

FECCA’s monthly electronic newsletter is produced 
to keep our members, constituents and interested 
parties up-to-date with FECCA’s activities, to discuss 
key issues and to disseminate information about news, 
updates and events in the multicultural sector. FECCA’s 
e-News reaches a large national network of followers 

FECCA publishes its national magazine, Australian Mosaic, 
three times a year. Australian Mosaic is a plain English 
magazine, which presents a wide range of contemporary 
issues associated with multiculturalism, social justice, 
community harmony, and cultural and faith pluralism in 
Australia. Australian Mosaic is intended to be of interest 

FECCA encourages you to sign up on our mailing list 
to stay informed about FECCA’s work as well as other 
events, developments and activities in the sector. 

representing the many migrant communities in Australia. 
You can have your organisation’s news included in FECCA’s 
e-News and reach a large and diverse community in 
Australia as well as politicians, organisations in the field 
and other stakeholders. Please contact Shahnoor Shah on 
shahnoor@fecca.org.au for further details.

to a wide readership and publishes a range of perspectives 
on selected themes. By advertising in the Australian Mosaic 
your organisation or business will reach a large and diverse 
migrant community in Australia as well as stakeholders and 
organisations in the sector. Contact Dr Janecke Wille on 
janecke@fecca.org.au to discuss opportunities and pricing. 

Contact Dr Janecke Wille on janecke@fecca.org.au 
or find the link at our website to be added to FECCA’s 
mailing list.
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